
 

 

Gardiner Town Zoning Board of Appeals 
Meeting Minutes 
February 28, 2019 

 

Attendees: all five members of the ZBA (David Gandin, Joe Katz, Ralph Erenzo, Michael 
MacElhiney) as well as representatives of applicants: Matthew Bialecki and Larry Marshall 
(surveyor) 
  
The meeting was called to order and the minutes of the prior meeting were ratified. 
To open the meeting, Matthew Bialecki (MB) contended that land use patterns have not 
historically conformed to setback regulations, especially prior to the 2005 re-zoning of the ridge 
that created Special Purpose (SP) districts. The original property was subdivided in 2005, and 
subsequently a new home was built on the larger parcel (19 acres) around 2014 or 2015, in an 
SP2 zone. 
The property’s owner now wishes to sell the smaller lot where an older structure exists (a barn 
being used as a rental property) in the SP1 zone. 
Much discussion ensued as to whether a flag lot had been created in the past (prior or post the 
2005 re-zoning) and whether the applicant is seeking the creation of a flag lot now. 
Joe Katz (JK) contended that the key issue now is that the applicant is in fact seeking to create 
a flag lot. 
Ralph Erenzo (RE) questions whether it was instead an isolated island lot. 
JK: Back when zoning was created for SP1, SP2 and SP3, there were specifically stated 
zoning requirements which we have an obligation to follow. There is not an option to consider 
this application to be grand-fathered in under pre-2005 regulations. 
The ZBA board cited item 220-19(d) in the zoning code: 
Flag lots are lots where most of the land is set back from the road and access is gained 
through a narrow access strip. Where carefully planned, flag lots can enable landowners to 
develop interior portions of parcels at low density and low cost, preserving roadside open 
space, and avoiding the construction of expensive new Town roads. For regulations on flag 
lots, see § 220-23. Flag lots are not permitted in the SP District. 
MB: We seek a variance from that restriction. 
David Gandin (DG): We don’t have the authority to go against stated codes and grant that 
variance. Gardiner’s intention was to protect the ridge through SP zoning. If we grant a 
variance here, what’s to stop others form seeking similar variances? 

MB: previous applicants in that area were granted variances (citing Majestic, Mosher et al.) 
JK: Those were pre-existing. This is not. 
Larry Marshall, surveyor (LM): The lot was developed under AR-200 (i.e. pre 2005 zoning). 
There is no environmental impact as there is no change in use or construction.   
RE: the lot to be created would have zero frontage 

DG: This problem was self-created because the house on the proposed rear lot #2 was built 
after the enactment of the 2008 Zoning Code amendments prohibiting flag lots in the SP 
district.  Hence, the applicant built the house on notice that the existing code did not permit 
future subdivision to create a rear flag lot. 
  
  



 

 

 It is unclear whether applicant would need and area variance versus a use variance based on 
the facts before us. (the legal standard for both variances was read).  The  facts do not fit 
squarely under either category, but under either standard the applicant does not qualify.  
  
MB: I disagree. This isn’t a use variance issue, it’s an area variance. 
JK: We are being asked to overstep our authority here. 
DG: This could set an unwanted precedent. 
MB again insists that we are discussing a pre-existing lot. And asks, if the issue is strictly a 
matter f having frontage, would that resolve the issue? All agreed that insufficient frontage 
would exist under any scenario. 
The Board then discussed the applicants failure to meet the standard for creating a use 
variance and also weighed the five factors it must consider in deciding whether to grant an 
area variance.  While there was consensus that the proposal would not change the character 
of the area, the board determined that the self created nature of the proposal was 
determinative.  It did not want to create a precedent for development and the creation flag lots 
in the SP districts that would violate the prohibition of flag lots and directly contradict the 
conservation goals set forth in the Zoning Code. 
DG moves to deny the applicant’s request, citing 220-19(d) of the zoning code. The entire ZBA 
concurs in a 5-0 vote. 
  
Meeting ends.  
 


